IS7.8 Setting Up an Internal Control System (ICS)

The following is a brief guide to the likely steps that will be required to set up an Internal Control System
(ICS) for the certification of a grower group to sell product as certified organic. Whilst attempting to provide
a generic description of the steps needed, it may not entirely match your needs. However, all of parts A
and B will be necessary in some form
A.

OFFICE WORK TO SET UP THE SYSTEM

1.

Organise sufficient staff and get the growers on your lists sorted out into groups, which should be
family or village based.

2.

Translate the concise organic standards into a language easily understood by the growers, and
prepare other material to explain the organic standards for those who cannot read.

3.

Prepare a contract in a language and a form that is easily understood by the growers. This can be
quite simple and no more than one page. Some grower groups have a common language on one
side and English on the other. You may choose to have the official language of your country on
one side, but it is certainly not a requirement. The contract needs to say that the grower has
received a copy of the organic standards and understands them, and agrees to keep to them in all
practices.
Also there needs to be a clause that says that if the grower breaks the rules then they will not be
able to sell their produce as organic and that if they deliberately apply prohibited substances they
will jeopardize their certification status and it will be at least three years before they may sell as
organic again.

4.

Prepare an inspection checklist, so that when the farmers are visited, a record of their compliance
can be recorded.

5.

A database will need to be set up to record field visits, and other details such as size of gardens,
types of crops, numbers of trees, amount harvested etc. The full details are supplied on the form
“Grower Group Data Form”, included with the information supplied to you with the questionnaire.

NASAA can assist you with any of the things listed above. Please do not hesitate to phone, fax, e-mail or
write a letter if you think that we can assist you with the documents to set up the system.
Once you have the system organised in the office, it will be necessary to begin the field visits.
B.

FIELD WORK TO SET UP THE SYSTEM

1.

Train field staff in the procedures for meeting, explaining and contracting the growers.

2.

Organise meetings of growers in their groups so that the principles and practices of organic
certification can be explained. Contracts could be signed at this meeting. Visits to farms could
either be organised to coincide with this meeting, or they could take place later.

3.

Make at least one inspection visit on every grower that you have listed and contracted. If this does
not happen at the initial meeting listed above, it needs to occur before harvest. At this inspection
visit, the checklist must be completed, and any non-compliances with organic standards recorded.
This inspection visit must be more than a visit for extension work purposes, and must address
organic growing in particular.

C.

OTHER PARTS OF THE SYSTEM THAT WILL BE NEEDED

Getting the produce from the growers to the processing plant must also be documented. If growers do not
bring their own produce to the processing plant, in some grower groups, the processing company, such as
Your Company, would go and pick up the produce in its own vehicles.
Your Company may opt to use its own vehicle(s) to purchase and transport certified organic produce from
the growing regions to the processing plant. This would enable better control of purchases and ensure less
likelihood of non-certified produce entering the certified stream.
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If Your Company uses agents or buyers to bring in the organic produce, they need to be included as part of
the grower group system. The agents or buyers will need to be licensed or registered and to be trained to
record the numbers of the growers from whom they buy organic produce.
Your Company itself should contract certain buyers, and only use those to bring in the organic produce.
Buyers should be used only if they sign a contract to record all purchases on a sheet, with grower's name,
grower registration number, amount of organic produce purchased and date of purchase. Bags would need
to be marked at pick-up with at least the grower name and registration number and 'Organic'. Mixed loads
would not be allowed, unless clear separation and identification was practised.
However this is organised, Your Company cannot allow produce to be used as certified organic without
adequate records. This may mean that buyers will have to implement the recording system before they can
be used for carrying organic produce from the grower to the processor. NASAA requires that a standard
recording form is developed that will be used by all buyers carrying certified organic produce. Training will
then be easier and everyone will know what is required.
D.

THE INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEM FLOWCHART

One part of the documentation NASAA requires you to submit is a flow-chart of your Internal Control
System. You will note that there is one on the following page as an example of what is required. However,
you may use any format that will convey the information schematically, and a hand drawn flow-chart in ink
will be quite acceptable. You are not required to incorporate NASAA’s actions in the flow-chart submitted
with your questionnaire. They have been included in the example to demonstrate how organic certification
by NASAA will interact with your system. The shaded boxes and solid arrows indicate those actions that
you will need to take.
E.

THE ICS MANUAL

When the system has been developed, and before the NASAA Inspection, the various components of the
Internal Control System should be documented in an ICS Manual. This is simply a list of the procedures
that have been put in place, including who has responsibility to make sure that each procedure is properly
carried out. Examples of the documents and record sheets used would also be kept in the ICS Manual.
The inspector will then be able to understand your system more easily, and any suggested changes will be
easier to implement. Any changes to your practices should be reflected by updating the ICS Manual. (See
Section G for further help)
F.

SUMMARY

These are the main things to do to get the Internal Control System set up. Once the system that is
described in section A is ready, it will be advisable to make sure that the staff who will do the work are
trained in why they are doing it and what they will be doing and how they should perform the tasks involved.
You will know the situation in your area of operation better than NASAA, but meeting all growers,
inspecting gardens and getting contracts signed might take some months. To complete the task before
inspection will mean that developing the Internal Control System is the major priority.
NASAA is happy to assist you to achieve that goal in any way possible. Do not hesitate to ask for advice or
direction.

G.

RECOMMENDED PUBLICATION

For assistance with developing your ICS we strongly recommend publications by IFOAM available at
www.ifoam.org in Bookstore / Publication List/ Training Manual/ Smallholder Groups /Producers: ICS
Training Kit
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GROWER GROUP INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEM – SAMPLE FLOW-CHART
Your Company Pty Ltd
Contract and report supplied

Internal Control System (ICS)
NASAA
Organic
Certification

Annual Inspection

2- 5% Annual Inspections as a
minimum, up to 10% or 20%
depending on your market(s)

Requires steps 1-5 to be in place before
initial certification. Often these steps can
occur as contracts are signed with each
grower. Step #5 is an annual reinspection
of every grower by Your Company. New
growers may be listed, but may not begin
to supply you until after an inspection by
NASAA. An ICS is the key element in the
organic certification of grower groups.

1. List all growers who will supply you
2. Supply each grower with standards
3. Signed contract with each grower
4. Map all growing areas
5. Inspect each grower annually

G = growers

Contracts and 100% Annual Inspections by your ICS
Annual Inspection

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

Organic produce sales ONLY to Your Company

Your Company Operations

Organic Processing by Your
Company or by sub-contractors
must be certified by NASAA

Exporters of Organic produce
must be certified by NASAA
= actions taken by NASAA
= actions by Your Company
Exports of produce
Importing countries may also
audit NASAA (EU, USA, Japan),
authorising NASAA to sign
Export Declarations
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FLOWCHART FOR APPLICATION GROWER GROUP
CERTIFICATION

Your Company (must be a legal entity)

Develop Internal Control System and
document in ICS Manual

Complete Organic Management Plan

Apply for Organic Certification

NASAA supplies information to
assist in the setting up of an
Internal Control System (ICS)

Be sure to include growing,
collection, transport and
processing of organic produce
Ensure that all materials requested
are complete

Submit to NASAA for office assessment
and approval

Inspection organised if your ICS is
assessed as compliant

Refer to Sample Flow Chart for ICS
for scope of NASAA Inspection

Inspection report reviewed and contract
offered if ICS is compliant

Contracts signed, and certificate is
issued to Your Company

Annual reinspection by NCO,
and re-certification
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